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Secretary
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comm ission
Washington, DC 20555-000 I
ATTN: Rulemakings and Adjudications Staff
RE:

DOCKET ID NRC-20 17-0 159, NATURALLY-OCCURI NG AND ACC ELERATOR-PROD UC ED
RADIOACTIVE MATERI ALS; FEDERAL REGISTER VOL. 82, NO. 162; AUGUST 23, 20 17

Our comments fo llow each restated NRC question (in italics) as presented in the Federal Register, Vol ume 82
Number 162:

I.

What products or technologies, other than the germanium-68 generators cited in the petition, are being or
could be negatively affected because the radioactive materials required f or these products or technologies are
not currently listed on the table in appendix B of 10 CFR part 30?

Response: Lutetium- 177m should also be considered on this append ix. Lu I 77m is a by- product of the
manufacturing process of Lu- 177 and is often present with Lu 177 in low amounts below 0.02%. T he exempt
quantity should be at least 100 µCi to avoid an undue hardship fo r cli nical users.

2.

Please provide specific examples of how the current NRC regulatory framework for decommissioning.financial
assurance has put an undue hardship on potential license applicants. Explain how this hardship has
discouraged the development of beneficial new products, or otherwise imposed unnecessarily burdensome
requirements on licensees or members ofthe public (e.g. , users of medical diagnostic or therapeutic
technologies) that depend on naturally-occurring or accelerator-produced radioactive materials (NARM).

Response: We see two major examples of undue hardship caused by the current framework.
A. Germanium-68 generators.
a.

Even with the NRC 's recent exemption for decommissioning funding plans, the requirement
of $225,000 financial assurance has been a difficult hurdle fo r many radiopharmacies. As a
result, many parts of the country sti ll lack access to Ga-68 radiopharm aceuticals, even one

year after the NRC exemption. We believe this requ irement is not justifi ed based on the risk
posed by Ge-68 generators:
1. The generator is not an unsealed source, they deserve their own category with a
much higher possession limit within 10 CFR 30.35
11.

it is tested on at least a week ly basis for germanium breakthrough,

111.

licensing currently requires a guarantee that the manu facturer will receive it for
disposal after its use ful life,

1v. and the cost to return a generator to the manufacturer is approximately $ 100.
b.

The use of germanium generators is grow ing rap idly as new drugs are in development and
will be approved in other disease states, including prostate cancer, as an example,
radiopharmacies will require > I 00 mCi of generator capacity to meet clinical demand. By
today's framework, this will require financial assurance of$ I, 125,000. This is an amount that
wi ll be prohibitive for most radiopharmacies, and we believe is not justified by the limited
risk posed.

B.

Lu- I 77m.
a.

The use of Lu 177 is expected to grow significantly in 2018 with the ex pected FDA approval
of Lu 177-Dotatate. According to the current framework every clinical site administering on ly
2 patient doses per day requires fin ancial assurance of $225,000, calculated as 250 mC i
therapy dose at time production times a maxi mum impurity of 0.02%

=

I 00 µCi, correlating

to 103 times the ap plicable quan tity of unl isted material in appendix B to part 30. We believe
there are many other radionuclides in clinical use that do not have such a stringent
requirement.
b.

As more Lu 177-based therapies, including those for prostated cancer, come to market in the
future, the current framework would require $ 1, 125,000 financial assurance for normal
clinical practice.

3.

Given NRC's current regulatory authority over the radiological safety and security of NA RM, 1vhat fac tors
should the NRC take into account in establishing possession limits for any of these materials that should be
listed in appendix B of 10 CFR part 30?

Response : Since possession limits drive finan cial assurance requ irements, care should be taken to ensure that
required financial assurance is in relation to the real world costs of decommissioning, which tend to be much lower
than append ix B of part 30 requires. For example, the cost to ship a sealed source Ge68 generator back to a
manufacturer that has already agreed to receive it, is not remotely in the range of $225,000. The real cost of
decommission ing for clinical site using Lu 177 with its byproduct Lu I 77m, is also lower than what append ix B
currently requ ires.

More broadly, radiological safety and security ofNARM should be considered, as should patient access to important
medicines .

./.

Does this petition raise other issues not addressed by the questions above about labelling or decommissioning
financ ial assurance for radioactive materials? Must these issues be addressed by a rulemaking, or are there
other regulato1y solutions that NRC should consider?

Response: For any FDA approved radiopharmaceutical, with an associated radionuclidic contam inant, we believe
I 0 CFR 30.35 financial assurance and reco rdkeeping for decommissioning should not apply. FDA approval of the
radiopharmaceutical for human use with the radio nucl idic contaminant should suffi ce and further restrictions by the
N RC with significantly lower amounts of the same radionuclide in the residue of the product vial, for example,
would not be justified.

Very truly yours,

Bill Diamantopoulos, Pharm .D.
Operations Manager, RSO
Advanced Accelerator Applications
57 E. Willow Street
Millburn, NJ 07041
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Dear Rulemakings and Adjudications Staff:
Attached please find our comments to NRC questions as presented in the Federal Register Volume
82, Number 162.
Sincerely,
Bill Diamantopoulos, Pharm.D.
Operations Manager
Advanced Accelerator Applications
57 E. Willow Street
Millburn, NJ 07041
tel. +1-862-263-0833, mobile +1-917-971-4126
www.adacap.com
NASDAQ: AAAP
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